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-------------FARM and dairy

i Agricullural Societies Have Had Banner Year
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Season
There Is no better 
time than toe pre
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ed and be ready for 
the next season. It 
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prepared — and well 
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Simplex Cream Separator
noted for 
raves it* owner

machine that has stood the test of time; that Is 
its labor earing devices; that stims to a nicety and 

work, worry and money every day of the year 
h beautiful in construction, with an extra
base and heavy rigid frame. The 11 Of 0 sise when
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D. Derbyshire Co., Limited ho
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Head Office tpd Work*
■ranches: PETERBOROUGH, 

WE WANT AGENTS IN A FEW

BROCK VILLE, ONT.
ONT., MONTREAL and QUEBEC, 

UNREPRESENTED DISTRICTS.
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